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+Lattices in Kaldi 
n  Representation of the alternative word-sequences that are 

"sufficiently likely" for a particular utterance 
n  The lattice should have a path for every word sequence within α of the best-

scoring one.  
n  The scores and alignments in the lattice should be accurate.  
n  The lattice should not contain duplicate paths with the same word sequence.  

n  We begin with a Weighted Finite State Transducer 
  HCLG=min(det(H◦C◦L◦G))  

n  H:  HMM 
n  C:  Context dependent phonemes 
n  L:  Lexicon 
n  G:  Grammar 
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+WFSTs and Decoding 
n  An input utterance U is a set of feature vectors of length T 

n  U:  Utterance is a WFSA with T+1 states 

n  One arc for every combination time +state 

n  The search graph is defined as  
S ≡ U ◦ HCLG 

n  S has approximately T+1 times as many states as HCLG 

n  Decoding is finding best path through S 
n  In reality, searching through a subset of S that has been pruned 
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ABSTRACT

We describe a lattice generation method that is exact, i.e. it satisfies
all the natural properties we would want from a lattice of alterna-
tive transcriptions of an utterance. This method does not introduce
substantial overhead above one-best decoding. Our method is most
directly applicable when using WFST decoders where the WFST is
“fully expanded”, i.e. where the arcs correspond to HMM transi-
tions. It outputs lattices that include HMM-state-level alignments as
well as word labels. The general idea is to create a state-level lattice
during decoding, and to do a special form of determinization that
retains only the best-scoring path for each word sequence. This spe-
cial determinization algorithm is a solution to the following problem:
Given a WFST A, compute a WFST B that, for each input-symbol-
sequence of A, contains just the lowest-cost path through A.

Index Terms— Speech Recognition, Lattice Generation

1. INTRODUCTION

In Section 2 we give a Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST)
interpretation of the speech-recognition decoding problem, in order
to introduce notation for the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we define
the lattice generation problem, and in Section 4 we review previous
work. In Section 5 we give an overview of our method, and in Sec-
tion 6 we summarize some aspects of a determinization algorithm
that we use in our method. In Section 7 we give experimental re-
sults, and in Section 8 we conclude.

2. WFSTS AND THE DECODING PROBLEM

The graph creation process we use in our toolkit, Kaldi [1], is very
close to the standard recipe described in [2], where the Weighted
Finite State Transducer (WFST) decoding graph is

HCLG = min(det(H ◦ C ◦ L ◦ G)), (1)
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was supported by EC FP7 grant 213850 (SCALE), and by EPSRC grant
EP/I031022/1 (NST).
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Fig. 1. Acceptor U describing the acoustic scores of an utterance

where H , C, L and G represent the HMM structure, phonetic
context-dependency, lexicon and grammar respectively, and ◦ is
WFST composition (note: view HCLG as a single symbol). For
concreteness we will speak of “costs” rather than weights, where a
cost is a floating point number that typically represents a negated
log-probability. A WFST has a set of states with one distinguished
start state1; each state has a final-cost (or ∞ for non-final states);
and there is a set of arcs between the states, where each arc has an
input label, an output label, and a weight (just think of this as a cost
for now). In HCLG , the input labels are the identifiers of context-
dependent HMM states, and the output labels represent words. For
both the input and output labels, the special symbol ϵ may appear,
meaning “no label is present.”

Imagine we want to “decode” an utterance of T frames, i.e. we
want to find the most likely word sequence and its corresponding
state-level alignment. A WFST interpretation of the decoding prob-
lem is as follows. We construct an acceptor, or WFSA, as in Fig. 1
(an acceptor is represented as a WFST with identical input and out-
put symbols). It has T+1 states, with an arc for each combination
of (time, context-dependent HMM state). The costs on these arcs
correspond to negated and scaled acoustic log-likelihoods. Call this
acceptor U . Define

S ≡ U ◦ HCLG , (2)

which we call the search graph of the utterance. It has approximately
T+1 times more states than HCLG itself. The decoding problem is
equivalent to finding the best path through S. The input symbol se-
quence for this best path represents the state-level alignment, and the
output symbol sequence is the corresponding sentence. In practice
we do not do a full search of S, but use beam pruning. Let B be
the searched subset of S, containing a subset of the states and arcs
of S obtained by some heuristic pruning procedure. When we do
Viterbi decoding with beam-pruning, we are finding the best path

1This is the formulation that corresponds best with the toolkit we use.



+Operations on lattices 
n Pruning lattices 

n  Use a specified beam to remove states and arcs that are not on a path 
sufficiently close to the cost of the best path through the lattice. 

n Computing the best path 
n  outputs the corresponding input-symbol sequence (alignment) and 

output-symbol sequence (transcription) of the best path 

n Computing the N-best hypotheses 
n  Outputs a lattice with a new start state with (up to) n arcs, each starting 

a separate path that is within the top N scoring paths 
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+Language model rescoring 
n Lattice weights are a combination of language model + 

transition probabilities +pronunciation/silence probabilities. 

n First need to subtract the original LM probabilities then add 
the new LM probabilities 
n  lattice-lmrescore --lm-scale=-1.0 ark:in.lats G_old.fst ark:nolm.lats 
n  lattice-lmrescore --lm-scale=1.0 ark:nolm.lats G_new.fst ark:out.lats 

n NOTE:  Lexicon has to be the same! 
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+More Lattice Operations 
n Lattice Union 

n  Union on two lattices, most for discriminative MMI to ensure the 
correct transcription is in the lattice 

n Lattice Compose 
n  First project one set to get a word-to-word transducer, then compose 
n  Resulting lattice would have sum of the scores on its paths 
n  Uses: 

n  Converting to a new lexicon (by first creating a phone lattice) 
n  Adding in a “backoff” model 
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+More lattice operations 
n Lattice interpolation 

n  Interpolates 2 lattices with a specified scaling factor 

n Conversion of lattices to phones 
n  Removes word labels and puts in phone labels (note:  they wont 

be exactly time aligned 

n Computing oracle WERs from lattices 
n  Takes two tables: the first of lattices, the second of transcriptions 
n  Outputs the oracle word-sequence of the lattices, outputs the 

corresponding WERs 
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